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ROOlOLi 53MbS 
A REPRESENTATION CF .PROJECTIVE SPACE 
BY TEE FCIKTS CF A"LIKE. 
1. It is the purpose of this paper tc give a representa-
tion of the points, lines, and planes of a projective space 
of three dimensions by means of the points of a single line, 
1, which we call the fundamental lige. To this end we assume 
that certain projective transformations, or projectivities, 
which are of two kinds, non-degenerate and degenerate, are de-
fined on 1 with the following properties: 
I* UfiG-diegenerate EEQjficUxiUssi: 
1. A BQB^dSgSfiiE3t§ B£QJg£tivity is a one-to-one cor-
respondence between the points of 1 which has a unique one-to-
one inverse. 
2. A non-degenerate projectivity is completely deter-
mined ttteen there are given any three distinct pairs of homolo-
gous points which belong to it. Rere a homologous pair is used 
so as to include the case where the pair consists of coincident 
points. The foregoing statement then includes the determina-
tion of a non-degenerate projectivity by ceans of one double 
point ( two double points ) and two homologous pairs (one ho-
mologous pair) of distinct points. 
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3. If a projectivity leaves three distinct points of 
1 invariant, it leaves every point of 1 invariant. This pro-
jectivity is called the idSDiicgl prcifictivity• 
4. If A,8,0,0 are four points of 1, we have 
ABCD ^ BACC. 
5. If we have MNAA1^ MNBB1, we also have 
MNAB ^ MNA ! B f . 
6. A projectivity having one, and only one, double 
point is called cs£abQlic, 
7. A non-identical projectivity of period two is 
called an iBYfllBtiQB. Any projectivity giving AAf~ AM for 
any single point A flbich is not a double point is an involu-
tion. 
8. The class of all non-degenerate projectivities on 
1 forms a group G. 
II. figgSDSEatg ErQjsetiviti^§i The only degenerate pro-
jectivities considered in this paper are of two classes. 
!• Qlass C f consists of all degenerate projective 
transformations on 1 such that each projectivity of the class 
leaves the point W invariant and transforms another point of 
1 successively into each point of 1 distinct from M. 
2. C l a s s Cff consists of all degenerate projective 
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transformations on 1 such that each projectivity of the class 
leaves the point M invariant and successively transforms "each 
point of 1 distinct from W into a single point of'l distinct 
f rein *U. 
The class 0 r a = [n] of all projectivities-leading 1 the•point 
M invariant us of^fundamental importance^in what "follows. It 
consists of"the-classes -Sf and C w together with a subgroup Gw 
of G, which consists of all projectivities of G leaving the 
point M invariant. In what follows the letter n with or with-
out subscripts or primes ( n, nx, n^, rif, •••••) will always 
denote a projectivity of the class C K. 
III. IbrQHs: 
1. Two -ordered pairs of points AB,CC constitute a 
tJaEQfi, T(AB,CC). Two throws are said to be gaugl if they are 
projective; i.e. T(AB,CC) = T(A fB 1,C fD 1), if, and only if, 
AB,CE K A fB f.C lC l 
2. By 1,4 we always have 
T(AB,CC) =* T(BA,EC) * T(CC,AB) = T(CC,BA), 
If & and N are dcuble points of a projectivity and A is 
any homologous pair (A 4 the throw T(KN,AAf) is called 
the cljaiactgcigtic thrQw of the projectivity. This term is 
justified by 11,5, since if BB 1 is any other homologous pair 
(B 4 M,N), we have T(MN, AA 1) = TCMK.BB 1). 
4. The characteristic throw of a parabolic projectivity 
is T(MM, AA 1) . Evidently the characteristic throws cf any two 
parabolic projectivities are equal to each other and also equal 
to the throw T(AB,CC), which is the characteristic throw of the 
identical projectivity. This throw is denoted T^. 
5. The characteristic throw of any projectivity cf C 1 
is T(MA.AB), which will be denoted T*. The characteristic throw 
of any projectivity of C" is T(MB,AB), which will be denoted T 0 „ 
6. Any projectivity of G is completely determined when 
its characteristic throw and two pairs of homologous points are 
given. Any degenerate projectivity of Cffi is completely deter-
mined when its characteristic throw, the double point If, and 
another pair of homologous points are given. 
In the foregoing statements nothing is assumed as to the 
number or nature of the points on 1 except that the existence 
of at least three distinct points is tacitly assumed. 
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2. Cne theorem concerning the projectivities of Cff which 
we shall use frequently is inserted here as an introductory 
lemma. 
Introductory Lemma. ( I.L.). If nx and n 2 are any two dis-
tinct projectivities of Cffi, the necessary and sufficient condi-
tion that n 1 and n2 shall have in common either a pair of dis-
tinct homologous points or a double point distinct from M is 
that nx and n 2 shall have different characteristic throws. 
In the case where both nt and n 2 belong to G^, if they have 
a common pair, say R t R 2, it is evident that the projectivity 
n 2 nx has R x for a double point, and conversely, if rc2 nt has 
a double point distinct from U, that nx and n2 have a common 
pair. It follows from 111,6 that if two disiiiict prcjectivi-
ties of G^. have their characteristic throws equal, they 
cannot have a common pair of distinct homologous points cr a 
common double point distinct from V, Therefore if " Ti = T 2, 
n^Tti is parabolic. If Tx 4 T 2, it follows from 111,4 that at 
least one cf the projectivities nx and k 2 , say rc2, has a dou-
ble point distinct from tt, say C. Then n a(MCAi) = MCA*,where 
Ai and A 2 fcrm a pair of distinct homologous points cf n 2. 
Let C and A 1 be so defined that 
niCMNC'/i1) = ^KCA 2. 
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Then n^n^UO'l') =* UQAX. Let *• be the projec-
tivity determined by T 2 > the double point M, and the pair O'O. 
Then n'~x(A2) will be distinct from A 1, say A". 
n ; V ( « 0 , A w ) » M O A L 
T t g " " 1 ^ ! and Tig 1!!' 1 are distinct projectivities of Gff, and 
therefore cannot both be parabolic, for if they were they would 
have in common the throw T^ as well as the double point .M and 
the pair 0*0. K g 1 * 1 is parabolic since T 2 = T f. Therefore 
n2xnx has a double point distinct from U, and it follows that 
n± and n2 have either a pair of distinct homologous points or 
a double point distinct from M in common. 
The truth of the theorem has therefore been established 
for the case where neither nx nor n2 is degenerate, and it is 
obvious if either nx or n2 is degenerate. 
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Ggfiffigtry sf Elangr Fgint§. 
s . Dsfisitions qI Elasae EqieIs aad Placa*: tings, "If F t 
and P 2 are any two points of the fundamental line, each distinct 
from U, the ordered pair of points (Pi,F*) constitutes an £££li-
fifilS Dlasa£ fifiiQt P x (F 2) is called the first (sgcsa^) cci-
CQDgnt of the planar point p. The point P = (Fi,F2) is distinct 
from the point .(Ft,Ft) whenever P x is distinct from F a. 
Any throw of points T(GE,IJ) an the fundamental line consti-
tutes an idgal filaQaE' BClbt* Any two ideal planar points coin-
cide if, and only if, the throws of points on 1 which consti-
tute them are equal. 
If n is any projectivity cf Cffl, the totality cf ordinary 
planar points consisting of pairs of homologous points cf n to-
gether with the ideal planar point consisting cf the characte-
ristic throw of ft constitutes an flldiijgry plasai llBg 1« The 
projectivity n which determines 1 is called the firsjgctivity 
fill. In denoting a planar line and its projectivity the let-
ters 1 and n will be given the same subscripts and primes. 
The totality of ideal planar points constitutes tfig idggl 
Elanar line. 
The planar line whose projectivity is cf ClassC1 (Class C M) 
is called a scgsial clanaE lice a| Class T (Qlass II). 
Jjt^ J^j^ f A — J/ y^,^J^^l 
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THEOREM I. If A and E are any two distinct planar. A and 
A 
E are on one, and only one, planar line. 
This theorem follows immediately from 1,2 except for the 
case where both A and B are ideal; and in this case it is evi-
dent that A and B are on the ideal planar line, and cn nc ether 
line. 
THEOREM II. If li and 1 2 are any two distinct planar lines, 
li and 1 2 are on one, and only one, planar point. 
This follows immediately from I.L. for all cases except that 
in which either la, or 1 2 is the ideal planar line, in which case 
the ideal point of the ordinary planar line is a common point, 
and is the only common point. 
5. Eff initigns. ElamE Fgncils. The set of all planar 
lines through a given planar point S forms.a fifitiSll sf filSBfll 
A 
lifigs El3 on the point S, which is called the center fifths 
ESESll 111* The set of all planar pointsmen a planar, line 1 
constitutes a E£U£i! Qf claEaE psisls •.[£] on the line 1, which 
is called the izis Q£ tije ESBsil [F]. The distinction should 
be made between the line 1 and the pencil [P] of points on 1 
that in speaking of the pencil the points are thought of as 
separate points capable of entering into a one-to-one recipro-
cal correspondence with the elements of another planar pencil, 
which may be either a pencil of points on the same line 1 or 
on a line distinct from 1 or a pencil of planar lines [l 1!. 
EJLfiSfif 'EfiCiSfifiaiixaiifia. If IF*] and [O1] are pencils of 
planar points on distinct planar lines l p and 1^ respectively 
having a one-to-one reciprocal correspondence established be-
tween them sc that corresponding.to each pV there is a unique 
Q i, and vice versa, and if there exists a planar point S not 
on l p or 1^ such that S is ccllinear with each P* and its homo-
lcgue Q 1, the pencil [F1] is said to be pergpgctivg frfiji thg 
S 
centgr S with the pencil [C 1]: [F1] = [Q1] . This correspon-
dence is called a planar ESrspgctivity. There is evidently 
determined also a one-to-one reciprocal correspondence between 
[F1] and a pencil of lines [1*3 on S in which each point F* 
corresponds to the line through S on which it lies. This is 
also a clsngr gersggctivity. lith any planar point S not on 
lp or lq as center, it is always possible to determine pencils 
[P 1] andlff] on lines lp and l q respectively sc that [F1] = [Q 11. 
But if [FI3 and IC*] are given with a correspondence already 
established between them, it is not always possible to find 
• S 
any point S such that [F1] =* [C 1]. 
IsĈ affiiStgl Fescil§. With the ordinary points of a planar 
pencil [P*] on an ordinary planar line l n there are evidently 
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associated in general two sets of points [Fi] and [PJ3 of the 
fundamental line in which and Fi are respectively the first 
and second components of F*. Introducing the double point M 
of ftp, the projectivity of l p, into each cf the pencils [Ft] 
and [F|] as the homclogue of T p, the ideal point cf l p, we 
have two .projective sets of points [Fj] and [F2] on 1. which 
we shall call the first fundamental pgQcils respec-
tively of tiig filanaE EgESll tEil . The introduction cf U intc 
the fundamental pencils is justified by the fact that the planar 
pencils [F*] and [Q*] on distinct planar lines. l p and l q respect-
ively will have their common point represented by U in each 
fundamental pencil if, and only if, l p and l q meet in an ideal 
point. The pair (W,M) must not be thought cf as uniquely desig-
nating a point, except that since an ordinary line has only one 
ideal point, (¥,U) uniquely designates a point of a pencil on 
any ordinary planar line which is known to be the axis of the 
pencil. In case the axis of the pencil [P*3 is a special pla-
nar line of Class I ("Class II ) the first ( second ) funda-
mental pencil of (FI3 degenerates into the double points cf the 
projectivity of the axis. If M and N are the points into which 
such a pencil degenerates, the cficsil is said to be deggngrgJkg 
2S i 
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P L A A A I PCQJectivities. A planar projectivity between two 
pencils cf points [F] and [0] is a one-tc-one reciprocal cor-
respondence between [F] and [ Q ] established by means cf a se-
quence of perspectivities finite in number. 
[F] ̂  CO], if [F] I 1 [Ffl | 2[F"[ •••••• [ 0 1 ] | n [ Q ] . 
6. In this section will be presented a set cf theorems 
leading to the fundamental theorem of projective geometry for 
planar points. 
TEECREM U K If [A 1] and [B1] are two pencils of planar 
points on distinct ordinary planar lines a and b respectively 
and [Alj] (j-1,2) and [B|] (k=l>2) are non-degenerate funda-
mental pencils of [A1] and [B1] respectively, and if we have 
C 
[A1] ^ [B 1], where 0 Is any planar point not on a or b, then 
there exists a projectivity cf G , say n, such that n[Aj] = [Bj]. 
Case I. C= (CX,C2) is an ordinary planar point. As a 
first step we will show that the theorem holds for Case I if 
b is a special line aof Class I whose first fundamental pencil 
is degenerate on E X and a is not a special line. Let Ci and 
be points of 1 such that na(0J Bj) = C 2Bi # 
Then na(WCi Aj Bj) - UC24 Bl , 
iti(iC1 A^ B x) = MC 2A| Bl , 
and Kj; 1n a(MCi K{ B*> = M C l A * BV* 
From 1 , 4 we have M C i Ai Bi A | B L K C I 
It follows frcrc 1,7 that the preceding projectivity is an 
involution and hence ¥.01 B | B X - A J BL C x Ci , frcE which by I > 
VCi B| B X - C XC{ KI BX . 
Therefore [Bj] - [Aj] , and since n [Ai] = [A|] and 
n a [ E a ] = [ B ^ ] > i l Allows that [Ail - [Aj] - [B|] . 
A similar course of reasoning leads to similar result if 
[A}] , [A}] , or [B|] is degenerate instead cf [B}] . 
If both a and b are special lines, it is only necessary tc 
0 
consider the pencil [I1] = [l1] , where [ E 1 ] has for its axis 
a non-special ordinary planar line of which 0 is not a point. 
Then each cf the fundamental pencils of [ I ? 1 ] is projective with 
the non-degenerate fundamental pencil on each of the pencils 
[A1] and [B 1]. Therefore the non-degenerate fundamental pen-
cils cf [A 1] and [B1] are projective with each other. 
If neither a nor b is a special line, a somewhat similar 
course of reasoning is employed . TFAE auxiliary planar pencil 
has for its axis a special line. 
Case II. Let 0 be an ideal planar point, say T. 
Let A 1 be the point common to a and I 1, and IS1,- (N 1,^ 1), 
the double point cf RI1 , the projectivity of l 1. If B is any 
point cf a whose components are distinct, it determines with 
I a line r. Let the double points of rcaand n r fre g and K 
respectively. Then we have the following projectivities: 
n a If C Ai R X j V. Q A| R 2 , 
n 1 U .N 1 AJ ^ M N 1 Ai , 
* R M K R X j j U K H , •, 
« X M AJ A| - M K R X R 2 , frcnc n r and n 1 
n; V C AJ 4 7 w C R * R* , from n g by 1,5, 
icx and rig are the same projectivity by 1,2 , and therefore 
M Q N 1 AJ ^ K 0 K R A , and by 1,5 
y Q K 1 K ^ M Q Ai R X . 
Therefore [A|] ^ [ N 1 ] , which is both first and second funda-
mental pencil cf that planar pencil perspective with [I 1] on 
the planar line whose projectivity is the identical prcjectiv-
ity, which line is called the identitfcal line, or for brevity m. 
Therefore the theorem holds if either a or b coincides with m # 
If a4 m and b+ro, the planar pencil qn m which is perspective 
with [1*3 can be introduced as an auxiliary pencil, and the-
theorem is then seen to hold for this case also. The proof 
just given for Case II does not hold, however, if T«#, T €, or 
Tffi is taken as the center of the perspectivity. If T« or T 0 
is used the truth of the theorem is obvious. The proof for 
the case where Tffi is the center cf the pencil [1*3 is still cut-
standing. 
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THEOREM-IV. If a pencil of points [T 1] on the ideal planar 
line is projected by means of two ordinary planar points F and 
0 as centers into the pencils [A*3 and [B*3 on the ordinary pla-
nar lines a and b respectively, it follows that there is a pro-
jectivity which transforms a non-degenerate fundamental pencil 
of [A*] into a non-degenerate fundamental pencil cf [B*3 . 
Case I. ?x 4 F 2, Q a + Q 2. Let [1*3 and [l 1 1] be the pen-
cils of lines on F and C respectively, and let and K** be 
the double points of and respectively. 
Then ni(U K 1 F J = UK1 F * and n^iU K U d ) = M K 1 1 • 
Since 1* and 1** are concurrent in an ideal point, and ft** 
have equal characteristic throws, and 
U N 1 P X F 2 j U N 1 1 QXQ2. 
CK 1] ^ [ K 1 1 ] , where [K 1] and [ N 1 1 ] are 
the double fundamental pencils, so to speak, of planar pencils 
V [N 1] and [ N 1 1 ] on the identical line m. By Theoremllipase I, 
[A 1] j [K 1] and CB 1] j [ K 1 1 ] . . [A1] - [B*3. 
Case II. Either P or C is on, or both are on;nu The proof 
for this case is still outstanding. 
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THEOREM V. If [Fland [C] are pencils of planar points on the 
ordinary planar lines p and q respectively such that [F] ̂  [0], 
then there is a non-degenerate fundamental pencil cf (F3 which is 
projective with a non-degenerate fundamental pencil cf [0]. 
In the sequence of perspectivities which determines the pla-
nar projectivity [F] - [0], each planar pencil which has an ordi-
nary planar line for its axis has at least one non-degenerate 
fundamental pencil,which by Theorem III or Theorem T9 is projec-
tive with a non-degenerate fundamental pencil of the next planar 
pencil of the sequence which has an ordinary planar line for its 
axis. For two successive planar pencils of the sequence cannot 
have the ideal line as axis. Thus it is possible to establish 
a sequence of projectivities of G between successive fundamental 
pencils leading from a non-degenerate fundamental pencil of CF] 
to a non-degenerate fundamental pencil of [Q]. 
THEOREM VI. JJjg fjjnd.asgB±al tfcfiarsffi cl ergjefitivity fgr 
planar PQifli§. If A, B, C, and D are any four distinct planar 
points of a planar line 1, and if A B C E ̂  A B C C , it fellows 
that D = D'. 
Case I. 1 is an ordinary planar line. By Theorem V the pla-
nar projectivity A B C D - A B C D* d*termines on 1 at least one 
projectivity of G, Ai E i c i D i ^ Aj B j c j c j (i=l,2) Q=l,2h 
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It is also possible to take i-j , since if 1 is a special line, 
i is .necessarily equal to j, and otherwise [Fi] - [F 21. Fence 
by 1.3 ,E| = E^, and therefore D - C 1 
Case II. 1 is the ideal line. Let ky B, C, E, and E 1 be 
projected from a point not on 1 into A, B, C, E, and E 1 respec-
tively. Then in the planar projectivity. A B C E - A B C E 1, 
E =E'by Case I, and therefore E = E 1. 
Having thus established the Fundamental Theorem for planar 
points, all theorems of projective geometry in a plane raay be 
derived. In particular it is now possible to prove the Theorem 
of Desargues concerning perspective triangles which.?as is well 
known, is not derivable from the theorems of alignment In the 
plane alone (aithough it can be proved from the theorems of align-
ment in space without the Fundamental Theorem). We will state 
it for reference as follows: 
Theorem ©f De^.argues4 if two triangles in the same plane are 
perspective from a point, the three pairs of homologous sides meet 
in collinear points. 
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GEOMETRY OF SPATIAL FOISTS. 
7. CsfiuitiQB§ fif sfiaiial aQiois §Qd Qrjjioao scaUs! Urns* 
An fiidioars. JSJ2atial BQiflt consists of an ordered triple of 
points on the fundamental line 1, each* point of the triple being 
distinct from the point M« F • (Pi,F2,F3)« Fj 4 i = 1,2,3. 
An ideal ^paiia! BQiflt T consists of an ordered triple of 
throws of points (Ti,T 2,T 3) on the fundamental line lsuch that 
there are three projectivities of Cffl> T t 1 > n 2 t T t 3 of which. T 4 ,T a,T 3 
are the respective characteristic throws, and that the product 
KQK2nt leaves invariant every point of 1 upon which n1 operates. 
If T and T 1 are two ideal spatial points such that tvsc components 
cf T are respectively equal to the two corresponding components 
of T 1, the remaining component of T equals the remaining com-
ponent of T1unless both T and T 1 have T 0 and T* as components, 
in which case the remaining component of either ideal point is 
undetermined by the components given. 
If n\nn, nm are three projectivities cf Cffl such that at least 
one of the three products n T Wn ? ,n !, n'V* f% n%vTnn leaves 1 pcint-
wise invariant, the ordered triple of projectivities (rtf,nH,nIM) 
determines an £rdiB2E2 SBaiial llS§ 1, which consists of the set 
of all ordinary spatial points [I1] such that K f(X£) =Xi, 
nH(xJ) = X|, and n m(Xi) = x|, together with the ideal spatial 
point T = (T i.T 2,T. a), where T/,T2,T.a are the characteristic throws 
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of ft1, n % and ft'" respectively. The projectivities it1-, n w, and 
ftrw are called the first,^SSSQfld, sfid £Mrd BroififiJixiiiflfi Qf 1 
respectively. 
The set of all spatial points on any spatial line 1 consti-
tutes a pencil of scaiial fisiflig [F]. The line 1 is called the 
axis of the pencil. If ft1, ft", and rfH are all non-degenerate, 
corresponding to the pencil [F], there are three projective sets 
of points on 1 [F x], [F23> and [F 33, which are called the IJLrgt, 
SSSand, and ttjir^ fyndaragntgl pencils Qf £F] respectively. 
If ft1 is cf Class C f degenerate on a point F of 1, it is evi-
dent either that ft1" must be of Class C" degenerate on F and ft" 
of Gffi, or ft" must be of Class C" degenerate on a point, say Q, 
of 1 and ft'" of Gffi, transforming 0 into F, $e shall set aside to 
a certain extent the distinction between a pencil of spatial 
points and its axis and speak of a fundamental pencil of [F] as 
a fundamental pencil of the axis 1. Where this is done, it will 
be justified by the fact that the properties of an axis as deter-
mined by its projectivities determine the degeneracy or non-degen-
eracy of the fundamental pencils of the spatial pencils on that 
axis. 
An ordinary spatial line whose first (second, third) funda-
mental pencil is degenerate on N, and no other of whose fundamen-
tal pencils is degenerate, is a special ordinary spatial line of 
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Type I, Class I (II,III). Such a line is denoted 1 of I 2 (I 2,I 3). 
An ordinary spatial line which has two of its fundamental pencils 
degenerate is a special ordinary spatial line of Type .II, Class 
I (II,III) if its first (second, third) fundamental pencil is 
non-degenerate. Such a line is denoted 1 of II t (II*, II 3) 
8. In this section is given a single theorem of alignment 
for spatial points which is needed as a prerequisite for certain 
definitions. 
TBEOHf-M VII. If A and B are any two distinct spatial points 
which are not both ideal, A and B are on one, and only one, ordi-
nary spatial line. 
Case I. Let both A and B be ordinary spatial points. 
There is in general a single projectivity of C m which trans-
forms A 1 B 1 into A 2 B 2 , asingle projectivity of Cffl which transforms 
A 2 B 2 into A 3B§, and a single projectivity of C^ which transforms 
A 3 B 3 into AtBi. Let these three projectivities be denoted n',*", 
and nin respectively. Then they determine the line AB of which 
they are the iirst, second, and third projectivities respectively. 
If Ax = Bi and Bl = B 2, the proof just given breaks down; but the 
truth of the theorem is then obvious, the line AB being a line 
of II 3. The truth of the theorem is also obvious when AB is of 
li, I 2, I3, H i , or II 2. 
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Case II. Let A be an ordinary spatial point and B be an 
ideal spatial point T. 
By 111,6. Ti, M, and the pair AXA2 determine a projectivity cf 
of Cm, say n* . T 2, H, " w » A 2A 3 
M " " n' T 3, W, M " " A 3A t 
A 11 M # , f. Then(Tt l,n t ,,H f') determines a unique ordinary 
spatial line containing A and B (=T). 
9. Definitions of spatial plants and "idfial SEaii^l iinss. 
If 1 is any ordinary spatial line and A any ordinary spatial 
point not on 1, the totality of spatial lines determined by k 
and X,X* being a variable point representing any point of 1, con-
stitutes an srdingry se§tigl plaQgy which will be denoted a. 
Since a spatial line consists of spatial points, the spatial 
plane a may also be considered as a class of spatial points of 
which each spatial line on A is a subclass. 
The totality of all ideal spatial points form iJbg id§3l SQST 
iial class. 
The totality of all ideal spatial points on an ordinary spa-
tial plane constitutes an ideal SEaiisi llBS* which will be de-
noted /^/^The ideal spatial line A a of the plane a is obviously 
a subclass of the class of points 
If l n is a special ordinary spatial line of I x (I 2,I 3) on K, 
2 1 
and AN an ordinary spatial point with "N for its first {"second, 
third) component, the spatial plane a n determined by l n and A n 
is a apfifiial s e a i i a l c l a n s Q I tos I, C l a s s I (II/IJD^QB IS* 
which is denoted a of li ( I 2 > l 3 ) . 
The ideal line of a special spatial plane a of I t ( 1 2,13) is 
a ^ p s c i a l ideal SBafcisl ^iQS 2f l2fi§ l i (XIYL-J > which.is denoted 
A of . 
10. THEOREM VIII. If F n is an ordinary spatial point of 
oc of .Ix (I 2,I 3) on N, the first . (Second, third) component of F n 
is N. 
This follows at once from the fact that any line of the pen-
cil defining a n contains two points having N for a common first 
(second, third) component. 
THEOREM IX. If F n is an ordinary spatial point having N for 
its first (second, third) component and ocn = a of Ij (Xa. JIXS^ 
F n is a point of ocn. 
Let a n of li be determined by A n and l n , where A n = (N,A 2,A 3), 
and l n is determined by B n and C n , B n = ( N , B 2 , B 3 ) , C n = ( N , C 2 , C 3 ) . 
and let F n 3 (N ,Pt,P*)« Let N J , n 2 , N G be the projectivities of 
l n and let n a f , n 2,NJ! be the projectivities of the line I2 ( l 2 ~ A N P 
Then n% and k 2 have either a common pair of homologous points in 
common, say R* R 3 , or a common characteristic throw T r . Suppose 
the former is true, then R n x ( n , R 2 , R 3 ) is an ordinary spatial 
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point common to l n and 1 2. Hence I 2 is a line of <*n and there-
fore F n is a point of <*n. If rc£ and n 2 have a common charac-
teristic throw, l n and 1 2 have an ideal spatial point in common, 
and the proof follows as in the other case. 
Cor. I The totality of ordinary spatial points each of which 
has the same first (second, third)component constitute the total-
ity of ordinary spatial points of a special spatial plane of Ix 
Cor. II. Any special spatial plane of Type I is determined 
by any three of its points which are non-collinear. 
Cor. III. Any special ideal spatial line of IX (I f i,I 3) con-
sists of the totality of ideal spatial points of the form (T^T X^ 
(T 0 C,T X,T 0) [ (T 0,T O C,T X) or (T X,T 0,T 0 C) 3, where T x is a variable 
throw taking all possible values, together with a special point 
(T^To,^) [ (T^T^To) or (T 0,T m,Tj 3 and a special point 
(T m,T«,T 0) t (T 0,T f f i,Tjor (T^To,*,) 3 
Cor. IV. ^ n y ideal spatial line of h K I . 5 . I 3 L is uniquely de-
termined by two of its points, and there is,therefore, one, and 
only one, X of IX (A of I 2, A of I 3 ) • 
Cor. V, If ot and a Q are each of I x (I 2,I 3) on R and 0 re-
spectively, N+0, and a Q have A of I x (A of I 2, A of I 3) in and 
no common spatial point not on that line. 
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THEOREM X. If B and C are distinct points of the ordinary 
spatial line 1 and A is any ordinary spatial point not on 1, 
and if the first (second, third) projectiviiies of any two of 
the three lines 1, AB, AC have a common characteristic throw 
T K , T K 4 T0,Too/ every ordinary line of the spatial plane de-
termined by A and 1 has T K for its first (second, third) pro-
jectivity. 
Let AB = li and AC = 1 2. Then we have 
n : MNB 1C X^MNB 2C 2 .* .MMB 1B 2^MNC 1C 2 
nx K0A 1Bi^M0A 2B 2 .M0AxA 2 -M0BiB 2 . 
Now if T = 1t , KNBiB 2^MCBxB 2, and N=C. and 
Let D and E be any ordinary spatial points on 1 and l x re-
spectively, Then from n : UWxj¥M2 
* Sl: UMxJ UM2 
, MNDiD^j MlxE2, and mDDxZx~ MNC 2E 2, 
This projectivity which is the first projectivity of CE has .its 
characteristic throw and two double points in common with n and 
n x . And the line 1 2 is a line DI. 
Cor. I # n=ix1=n2 in the proof just given. 
Cor. II. The ideal line of such a plane consists of a set of 
ideal spatial points having T^ as a common first (second, third) 
component. 
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Definitions. An ideal spatial line in which the first 
(second, third) components of each of its points is the same 
throw, say T P , is an ideal spatial line of Type II, Class I 
( L L L I I ) on TP,denoted A of IIx (II 2,II 3) on T P . An ordinary 
spatial plane containing such a line is a special p.lan_e, of Type 
IX, CUss I ( L L I L L ) on T P , denoted a of II 4 (II 2,II 3) on T P . 
Any ordinary" spatial plane which is not of Type I or Type II 
is of general type which may be denoted a£. 
THEOREM XI. If A P is of II X (II 2,II 3) on T P , and T^ is 
any ideal spatial point having T P for its first (second, third) 
component, then T^ is a point of A P . 
Let 1 (=BC) and A determine a of H I . 
If (n\n M,rf H)are the projectivities of 1, T^ = ( T P , T y , T 6 ) , 
two cases may arise, T Y = T" and T Y + T". In the former case, 
T (=Tf,T",T"1) * T^, which therefore lies on 1 and is a point of A P . 
If T y ^ T " , ny b e t i i e •P r oO e c' ti vi ty determined by Ty, the 
double point M , and the pair A 2 A 3. Then by *Iv L " . , R T Y and N " 
have a common pair of homologous points, say R 2 R 3 . If N ' ~ 1 ( R 2 ) = = R 1 , 
R = ( R I , R 2 , R 3 ) is a point of 1. M A J R ^ M A A R J * defines a projectivity, 
say NP,which has T P ( = T ' ) for its characteristic throw. For A and 
R both lie in a of IIX- on To. 
N Y N P ( M A 1 R 1 ) = M A 3 R 3 . 
T§ is determined uniquely as the characteristic throw of 7*5, 
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Then =(Tp,ry,T$) is the ideal point of the line. AR, and 
therefore is a point of Xp. 
Cor. I . There is one , and only one, A of . H i (II 2,II 3) on.Tp. 
Cor. II. The line X of H i (II 2,II 3) : is determined by any 
two distinct points on it. 
Cor. III. Any plane a of II t (II,,IIJ)' is determined by any 
three of its points which are non-collinear. 
Cor. IV. Any two distinct lines of a given plane a of H i 
II 2,II 3) have one, and only one, point in common. 
As an immediate consequence of Theorem IX, Cor.17; Theorem 
XI, Cor. II, and the definitions we have the following Theorem. 
THEOREM XII. If TP and T C T are any two ideal points of an 
ttf of general type, TP and T a do not have a common first (second, 
or third component. 
Cor. I, Any ideal point of an ocS is determined uniquely by 
its first, second, or third component and a&. 
THEOREM XIII. In any given ordinary spatial plane of general 
type ot£ there is one, and only one, ideal spatial point which has 
a given throw T^ for its first (second, third) component. 
Let <x£ be determined by A and 1, It is only necessary to 
prove that if the ideal point of 1 does not have its first (second, 
third) component equal to Tg, some other ideal point of does. 
Let rep be the projectivity determined by Tg, the double point M, 
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and the pair of homologous points A tA 2. Then n e and n' have a 
common pair, say R ^ * , which determines a point, R= ( R 1,R 2 , R 3 ) > 
of 1, The ideal point of the line AR is an ideal point of <x£ 
with the given component, and it is the only such point. 
TV, o an em X /1/ 
11 . A If A, B, and C are any three non-collinear spatial points 
not all of which are ideal, and X and Y are any two points on AB 
and AC respectively, there is one, and only one, spatial point 
collinear with X and Y and with B and C. 
Case I. A,B,and C are all ordinary. 
Let the lines AB, AC, BC, and XY be denoted lx, 1 2, 1 3, andl4 
respectively. 
n K M A i B i X j = MA 2B 2 X 2 . k ^ ( M A 2 B 2 X 2 ) = MA 3B 3 X 3 . 
n ^ M A i C i Y x ) = MA 2C 2 Y 2 . n»<MA 2C 2 Y 2 ) = MA 3C 3 Y 3 . 
naCMBidRx) = MB 2 C 2R 2. n a(MB 2C 2 £ J =? MB 3C 3S 3. 
n U M X i Y x R t ) = M X 2 Y 2 R 2 . n 4 ' ? M X 2 Y 2 S 2 ) = M X 3 Y 3 S 3 . 
Ri. and R 2 denote any pair of homologous points, each 
distinct from M, which is common to n 3 and n 4, S 2 and S 3 any such 
pair common to rag and n+. 
The former pair exists if, and only if, T 3 4. T{. 
" latter " » « « « « T 3 4 T 4. 
To prove the theorem for this case it is only necessary to show 
that if Tl = Ti, T3 = 11, and if TJ 4 H , R 2=S 2. 
Let us consider first the case where T 3 4 TJ and T| 4 TJ. 
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Each projectivity of a spatial line .determines a planar line, 
the ordinary points of which consist of the homologous point pairs 
of the projectivity. Let (J1,J2) ~ J f and (J 2,J 3) = J", where 
J = A,B,C,X,Y,R,S. Let (?X;PX)-* P a and (P 2,P 2) *• P2<, where 
P = A,B,C,X, Y,R,S. And we have the following planar perspective-
ties: 
V^BxX, ^T; bA'B«X' 5 TmA 2B 2X 2| ;T; bA"B"X" J T f f lA 3B 3X 3, 
T^UCxY, ?T a cA'C'Y' ? T f f iAaC 2Y 2f T» CA"C"Y» « T f f lA 3C 3Y 3, 
T mB xCiR x ^Tjj^B'C T mB 2C 2R 2-~ " - Y ' : > , 
TnXiYiRii" T XyX ,Y'R l « T f f iX 2Y 2R 2, 
T m X 2 Y 2 S 2 ^ T XyX MY MS" e T mX 3Y 3S 3 > 
I mB 2C 2S 2= i b cb 0 b = l mb 30 3b 3. 
Let T f be the intersection of the ideal planar line with A fA 3, 
and-S"' 'be the intersections of T 0S* with T f8 3, t*C 2 
with T J C 3 , ToX^with T f X 3 > T0^with T fY 3, and T 0 S 2 with T fS 3 respec-
tively. Then 
~J~ y ' T^AgBgXs^ T a bA ,B , ! ,X m~ T mA 3B 3X 3, 
T mA 8 C, Y 2 | T a c A ' C* 1 T mA.C.Y„ 
T 7 " 
ffid2l/2b2^ l b c O O b - lgjBsL/a&s, 
T m X 2 Y 2 S 2 / T x y X m Y * , ^ f = - T R ) X 3 Y 3 S 3 , S,H being thereby determined. 
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Then the following triples of points are collinear: 
T0B'B'; TiC'C" T„X'X'", T,Y'Y'", A'B'X7, A'C'Y', A , B Y , A ' C ' V , 
B'C'R', X'Y'R', B ^ ( f s ; X''Y''S'''. 
Let the intersection of C fB / M with Y'X^ be denoted H. 
By the Theorem of Desargues, since the planar triangles B' C' B"' 
and X' Y' X'" are perspective from A T, Rf,To> and S*" are collinear, 
and since the planar triangles C'.B' C" and Y'x Y"'are perspective 
from A 1, H,T 0 / and Slt! are collinear. Therefore R f, TV,and S*? 
are collinear unless H coincides with T 0, in which case B B C C 
are collinear and X X Y Y are collinear, and Rf : S". 
R 2 and S 2 are the projections of R 1 and S m respectively upon 
the identical line from T 0 > and therefore coincide since R f, T-0, 
and S?w are collinear. 
In the case which has been considered H cannot be ideal since 
R f ans S m are ordinary points. Suppose T£ = T|, but that Tg + TJ. 
Then an ideal point T r instead of the ordinary point R r would be 
collinear with X 1 and Y F, and it would follow that T r, T 0, and S m 
were collinear. But this is impossible, for two ideal points 
cannot be collinear with an ordinary point. Hence if T£ •* T|, 
Tg =? T 4 . An argument similar to this proves the converse. 
Therefore the theorem is established for Case I 
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Case II. A is ideal, B and C are ordinary. 
The proof is very similar to that for Case I. A x, A 2, and 
A 3 coincide with T m , mhich is accordingly substituted for each 
of them in the perspectivities. A 1 and A" are replaced by ideal 
points T^ and T£ respectively. Otherwise there are practically 
no changes in the argument. 
It is evident also that a very similar proof could be worked 
out if B or C had been taken as the ideal point instead of A. 
Case III. If A is ordinary and B and C are ideal. 
In the proof given for Case I, Bl9 B 2, B 3, d , C 2, and C 3 coin** 
cide with Tffl, which accordingly replaces each of them in the 
perspectivities, and B 1, B", C 1, and Cff are replaced by ideal 
points T^, T[J, T^, and Tj respectively. 
Cor .1. If 1 is an ordinary spatial line/ A any ordinary 
spatial point not on 1, and X and Y any two distinct points of 
the plane oc determined by A and 1, every point of the spatial line 
XY isS: point of oc. 
Let B,C,R be the points in which 1 is met by AX, AY, and XY 
respectively. X, Y, and R are points of oc by hypothesis. Let 
Z be any point of XY (Z^X,Y,R). A lies on YC, and«Z on YR. 
Therefore AZ meets RC, and 2 is a point of «. 
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12. Theorem XV. If lx and 1 2 are any two distinct lines of 
an ordinary spatial plane <x, lt and 1 2 have one, and only one, 
point in common. 
Let the plane be determined .by A and 1. Then let 1 3 be a line 
through A meeting lx and L in Bx and B : respectively, and 1 4 a 
line through A meeting 1 2 and 1 in C2and C respectively. Let the 
intersections of 1 with 1̂ , and 1 2 be Dx and D 2 respectively. 
Since 1 2 meets DiB and DtBx, it also meets BBt, say in B 2. 
Since li meets D 2C and D 2C 2, it also meets CC 2, say in C t . Since 
C^D X meets AB 2and AC 2, it meets B 2 C 2 , or li meets 1 2. 
THEOREM XVI If A,B, and C are any three non~collinear points 
of an ordinary spatial plane a, A, B, and C determine a. 
By hypothesis at least one of the points, say C, must be ordi-
nary. Then any ordinary point A f on AC determines with BC a plane 
otf. Every point of BC, and therefore every point of 4 a § is a 
point of a. Let £ ; and F be any two points of a. The line EF 
meets every line of ocf, since every line of <*f is alsd a line of a. 
Since not all of the lines of ot1 are concurrent, CD must contain 
at least two points of <*' , and therefore must be a line of otf# 
Therefore a f=a, and a is determined by A,B, andC. 
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13. THEOREM XVIl. If a is any spatial plane and 1 any spa-
A 
tial line not a line of oc> 1 has one, and only one. point in 
common with ot. 
The truth of the theorem is obvious if a is the ideal spatial 
plane. It is also obvious that 1 cannot have two points in common 
with a, since it is by hypothesis not a line of a. It remains to 
show that 1 always does have one point in common with a when a is 
an ordinary spatial plane. 
Case I. a i s of Type I. 
Then if T 1 = T x ; Tis a point of «. If T f + T*, and a is on N», n f 
transforms N t into a definite point of 1. say Kg. Consider three 
projectivities of C m, ri^, n£, and rt̂  defined as follows: n'n is 
any projectivity of C^ which transforms N x into N 2, is that 
projectivity of C 1 which is degenerate on N 2 > ĴJ is that projec-
tivity of C* which is degenerate on N x. 
Let n H(N 2)=N 3. Then N=:(Na,.N2/N3) is a point common to 1 and 
ln, which is determined by ( nn> nn> nn)> and therefore is a point 
common to 1 and oc. 
The proof is practically the same when^is of I 2 or I 3 # 
Case II. ol is of Type II X. Let T a be the common first compon 
nent of all ideal points of oc. Then If T^TJ, T i s a point of 05. 
If T! 4T a, n 1 and ri^ have a common pair of homologous points, say 
PiP 2. If 7 i w ( p 2 > P 3 , P=(Pi,P2xPs) is a point of 1.* 
The ideal line of ot contains a single point, say T x, whose second 
component is T M. Let ?Ti = li. Let 1 2 be any ordinary line of 
a which does not contain T 1 # If TJ4T2, nj and n 2 have a pair of 
homologous points, say Q * , ^ . Then if h ^ - 1 ( Q 2 ) = Q 1 , Q = ( Q 1 , 0 2 > Q 3 ) 
is an ordinary point of U . . TI^Ta , and rtx and n 2 each 
transformPj. into P 2. ^ i ^ I T s . ^ J " * (Oa)***"^^*}, and 
Q* (Q*,Qa,Qa)-is on l x and 1 2, 1. is a line of a. P is on a, and 
P is on 1. . 1 meets a in the point P. 
* If n" is a degenerate projectivity which transforms P 2 into a 
variable Pa. then the point P is not a unique point. But in that 
case nj ffi^st also be a projectivity of C f. . nj and n 2 deter-
mine a unique pair of homologous points as before. 
With a few changes of subscripts and primes, this proof will 
hold where oc is of Type 'II2 or Type II 3. 
Case.III. oc is of general type. 
Then there is one, and only one, ideal point of ot, say T t, 
which has its second component equal to T H . (Theorem XIII) 
If T x = T, the truth of the theorem is obvious. If T x 4 f, 
Tf with 1 determines a plane Let 1 2 be any line of ot of 
which T x is not a point. By Case I or Case IT, 1 2 
has a unique point, say Pi, in common with ocf# Let P xT t ~ li. 
Then li is a line common to oc and ot1. and 1* meets 1 in a unique 
point, say P 3, which is therefore a point common to 1 and oc. 
THEOREM XVIII, If T$ and T^ are any two distinct ideal spa-
tial points, and TY uniquely determine an ideal spatial line. 
Let A and A 1 be any two ordinary spatial points, and let B 
and B 1 be any two ordinary spatial points on the lines AT^ and 
A fT$ respectively. Then B with AT^ and B' with A'T* determine 
two planes uniquely, say ot and ** respectively. Every line of 
a has a point in common with a*. But a and a 1 have no ordinary 
point in common, else they would coincide. Therefore the ideal 
point of every line of a is a po,mt of a 1. A converse argument 
p r o v e s t h a t e v e r y i d e a l p o i n t o f a' is 9 point o f a. T h e r e f o r e 
T® and u n i q u e l y d e t e r m i n e ar i d e a l line which is common to 
a and oc 1, 
T H E O R E M X I X , If ® and p are any two distinct spatial 
p l a n e s , 0: and f h a v e a line In common, and no cocoon p o i n t not 
on t h a t l i n e . 
If e i t h e r a o r 3 is the ideal s p a t i a l p l a n e , t h e theorem . i s 
o b v i o u s . If both a and 8 are o r d i n a r y , s i n c e e v e r y line of a 
meets P, a and p must contain at least two common points, which 
will uniquely d e t e r m i n e a l i n e covMon t o cf and 
That no p o i n t not on that line is common t o oc and 8 f o l l o w s 
froir t h e f a c t t h a t t h r e e n o n - c o i l i n e a r p o i n t s J e t a n n i n e a p l a n * . 
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THEOREM XX; If A x arid X 2 are any two d i s t i n c t i d e a l s p a t i a l 
l i n e s . X a and X 2 h a v e o n e , arid o n l y o n e , p o i n t in comuon. 
L e t A be any ordinary spatial point. A w i t h X x and A 2 d e t e r -
mine two p l a n e s a x and oc2 r e s p e c t i v e l y w h i c h have i n cc&iicn an 
ordinary spatial l i n e through A. The i d e a l p o i n t of t h i s l i n e 
i s t h e . only ideal p o i n t common t o oti and oc 2 , and t h e r e f o r e i s the 
only point common to X x and X 2, 
C o r . I . I f i s an ordinary spatial p l a n e of which the Ideal 
l i n e is X, and i f X x i s any ideal spatial l i n e distinct from A# 
X A meets a in on*,and o n l y o n e , p o i n t . 
14. TA]e have t h e n t h e following relations between the points, 
l i n e s , and p l a n e s which have beend defined in terms o f the points 
of 1: 
Al and &2. If A and B are any two distinct spatial points, 
t h e r e is one, and only one, line on b o t h A and B. (Theorem VII, 
Theorem IX, C o r . IY, Theorem X I , C c r . I T , and ThecremXVIH.) 
A3. If li and 1 2 are any two distinct coplanar spatial lines, 
l x and 1 2 have one point, and only one point, in common. ^(Theorem 
XIV and Theorem X!X.) 
C , If <* is any spatial p l a n e and I any spatial line not a 
l i n e o f ft, 1 h a s one p o i n t , and only one point, in common with oc. 
(Theorem XVII, and Theorem X X, Cor«X) 
